
ON TWITTER, IT’S CAPS-LOCK AND LOAD 

 

Every day, Nate Fanaro’s Twitter feed fills up with 

messages telling him to die or delete his account. “I 

find you extremely annoying,” one caller said in a 

voice mail. “What’s your problem?” said another. 

Fanaro is not a hacker. He doesn’t take down Web 

sites or swipe credit card numbers. Rather, the 30-

year-old prankster is the creator of the Twitter 

grammar bot @CapsCop, an automated account 

that finds people who tweet in all caps and, within 

seconds, fires a snarky correction back at them like: “Give lowercase a chance.”  

Teachers and parents have long blamed texting and social media for the general decline of the 

English language. Considering the widespread disregard for grammar in certain corners of the 

Internet, they could “b 4given” for thinking that kids these days can’t write.  

Although Twitter may seem like the place for sloppy writing and acronym-happy Internet slang, 

a number of vigilantes are hilariously and controversially fighting back. 

The ‘your’ wars 

Bots such as Fanaro’s ping unknowing Twitter users with corrections. Anonymous copy editors 

such as @fiercek send gentle revisions to work tweeted by writers and reporters. One of the 

newest accounts, a wildly popular project by Buzzfeed reporter Andrew Kaczynski, seeks to 

publicly shame users who tweet things like “speak English your in America omg.” “I think you 

mean ‘you’re’ in America. That’s embarrassing,” @YourInAmerica tweeted back to that one. 

Since its launch in late November, Kaczynski’s account — which specifically targets the phrase 

“your in America” — has attracted 18,000 followers and plenty of praise from media outlets 

such as Latina magazine, which lauded him for launching a “grammar crusade.”  

“I didn’t set out with a purpose or anything,” Kaczynski says. “I’m not personally offended by it. 

It’s just funny.” 

“Funny” is a fair description of Twitter grammar. Many of the platform’s ungrammatical but 

widely used conventions — such as confused homophones (“your the man”) — are, indeed, 

laughable to readers schooled in what linguists call “standard English.” 

 

https://twitter.com/CapsCop
https://twitter.com/fiercek
https://twitter.com/YourInAmerica


Ruining English? 

Tim Stowell, a linguist at the University of California says there is no evidence that any form of 

“specialized speech” has defiled spoken or written English, and plenty of recent studies have 

come to the same conclusion. In September, researchers at Coventry University in Britain ruled 

that there’s no link between text-message conventions, which are also used on Twitter, and bad 

spelling or grammar in other forums.  

Why the panic, then? That might have less to do with Twitter and more to do with who’s 

tweeting, Stowell says. According to the Pew Research Center’s 2012 Twitter Use report, 26 

percent of Internet users younger than 30 tweet, versus only 9 percent of users between 50 and 

64.  

Even Fanaro, the @CapsCop creator, says the concern about grammar on Twitter is much ado 

about nothing. While he has dedicated a fair chunk of time to correcting grammar on Twitter — 

his three-year-old bot now boasts an accompanying Web site and iPhone app, and has tweeted 

more than 1 million times — he doesn’t take his own message “too seriously.” 

Fanaro doesn’t correct people’s grammar offline, and he admits to posting a few caps-locked 

tweets himself. 

“But when I write an e-mail, I read it over and over and over before I click send,” he says. “And I 

think that’s something we could all keep in the back of our minds.” 

- This is an edited version of an article written by Caitlin Dewey, as published in the Washington Post. 

 

Find the word from the text that best fits the definition provided. 

 

1. Critical and sarcastic  

2. contact, usually in order to remind of 

something 

3. to praise 

4. One of two or more words 

pronounced the same but differ in 

meaning and sometimes spelling 

5. to destroy the pureness or 

excellence of; corrupt 

6. making a big deal out of something 

unimportant (expression) 

7. a substantial amount 

8. remember (expression) 

 

 



Here are some real tweets and a Facebook update with poor spelling, grammar and punctuation. 

Re-write the tweets using proper English and grammar. 

 

1. She rite. I luh me some bergers 

2. What of I told y’all I had a low self 

coincidence.  

3. I never new Las Vegas was in Nevada 

4. A good boy friend is an endangered spices 

5. Missouri loves company. 

6. Ladies that fall in luv with other peoples 

boyfriends have low selves of steam 

7. Iph sumbodee notice u got a hair owta playce 

they lyke u or they gelus  

8. Closes mouths don’t get feed! 

9. Women, stop puttin these men on such a high pedal stool. Not all of them are worth it 

10. If ya gotta stay home mine as well eat good! 

11. If you don’t have flower to fry chicken.. use muster  

12. Please dont miss interpret that last tweet people….  

13. My dad just felt extra dumb tryna say I aplied to thisd colledge. 

14. Stuck with a lot of should of , would of , could of 

15. In your relationship try and become a profetiobal forgiver.. 

16. A mind is a waist if it can’t create. 

17. I’m pretty sure my grandma has die of beaties. 

18. jus got an A in summer term!!! Told yall I had poetinchal 

19. This restaurant got a real nice umbeyonce. 

20.  

 


